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              Room 2054 Arts Building
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Dublin 2.




              View the contact page for more contact and location information
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                Trinity Global has won a Bronze Athena Swan award
 
            
                  Trinity Global is the pioneering professional unit in Trinity and Ireland in pursuing, and achieving, an Athena Swan Ireland award.

            
                Find out more!
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                Trinity EDI Survey for Staff
 
            
                
            
                Calling all Trinity Staff - the EDI Survey 2024 is now live!
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                Athena Swan 
 
            
                  Trinity College has won a silver institutional Athena Swan award for advancing gender equality. Two of its schools (Natural Sciences and Chemistry) have also received silver awards.

            
                Learn More
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        Trinity College Dublin EDI Office

        All staff, students and visitors have a role to play in making Trinity an inclusive and egalitarian community. The university has also developed dedicated offices who specialise in equality-related matters. 

      

    

  




  
    
      
        
          
            
              Trinity Launch of National Speak Out Consent tool

              Trinity College Dublin launches National Speak Out consent reporting. Speakers:
Provost Linda Doyle, Professor Lorraine Leeson, TCDSU Greg Arrowsmith 
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    #InclusiveTrinity Awareness Training Series 2024

    Trinity-INC are pleased to present a series of three workshops for staff around Inclusive Awareness and Language. All staff in Trinity are welcome to attend. Learn more and register your interest!

    
      12 Feb 2024

      News
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    Trinity Wins Prestigious Athena Swan Silver Awards

    Trinity College Dublin has won a silver institutional Athena Swan award for advancing gender equality. Two of its schools (Natural Sciences and Chemistry) have also received silver awards.

    
      30 Aug 2023

      News
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    First National Gender Equality Charters Symposium - Aiming Higher, Moving Forward Together

    You can now read the report for the first national Equality Charters Symposium - Aiming Higher, Moving Forward Together.

    
      19 Apr 2023

      News
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              TiLT's University Game

              Challenge your unconscious bias 

              
              Play now
            

          

        

      


      
        
          
            
              Trinity Inclusive Curriculum Project

              Working to embed equality, diversity, and inclusion into the curricula at TCD

              
              Learn More
            

          

        

      

    

  



  
    
      
        
          
            
              EDI Calendar

              Days of cultural and social significance. 

              
              Check it out!
            

          

        

      


      
        
          
            
              ISL Interpreting

              For TCD staff events.

              
               Book now
            

          

        

      

    

  



  
    
      Explore Equality Themes
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      Age 

      Staff and students of all ages are of equal value to the Trinity community, and the university promotes positive ageing and intergenerational learning in various ways.
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      Disability 

      Trinity strives to make its physical environment, information and activities as accessible as possible so that all students and staff can reach their full potential.
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      Ethnicity & Nationality 

      Trinity welcomes the increasing cultural diversity of our community, and is committed to equal treatment of all regardless of race, ethnicity or nationality.
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      Family & Relationships 

      All kinds of families are accommodated and celebrated in Trinity, and Trinity is committed to non-discrimination on the basis of family or civil status.
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      Gender 

      Trinity is committed to equality between women and men, and the right of all members of our community to be treated equally regardless of gender identity or gender expression.
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      Religion 

      Diversity of religious belief and non-belief is welcomed in Trinity, and the university is committed to non-discrimination on the basis of religion.
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      Sexual Orientation 

      Trinity is proud of its LGBTQ+-inclusive culture - if you come here as an LGBTQ+ student or staff member you can expect a warm welcome and equal treatment.
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      Socio-economic Background 

      Trinity is open to all regardless of socio-economic background, and always seeks to widen access to students who have not yet realised their full academic potential
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      Traveller Community 

      Trinity is committed to increasing the participation of members of the Traveller Community in our degree programmes, and to the equal and respectful treatment of Travellers in our community.
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